
Chapter V: Conclusion and Suggestion

This chapter explains the conclusion and the suggestion of this study. It

also explains the background of the novels, and give the information for

the other who want to analyze about the discrimination in novels.

Conclusion

In Journey and Accident novel there are various forms of discrimination

that are, Physical Discrimination, Psychological discrimination, and

Sexual discrimination.

All of the forms of discrimination in this novel take place on the main

character in the novel Accident and Journey. The discrimination itself are

done by husbands. The wife often get harshness from the husbands who

made them hurt.

The forms of Psychological discrimination in the novel occurs while in the

some place like kitchen, room, and terrace. Psychological discrimination

occurs because there is misunderstanding between husband and wife, and

it often happens. When the husband was angry at his wife, he began to said

the bad words that made his wive heart was sad and hurt. That's the time

his wife feel Psychological discrimination.

The place in In the Physical Discrimination, same like in Psychological

discrimination that is occurs in room. From the data that is found in this

novel,  the Physical Discrimination happens when Husbands began to



undermine or harass the appearance or physicality of his wive. Husband

told his wife to change his appearance, because he thinks his wife is not

beautiful anymore and it's make the wife feel humiliated and hurt. Wive

does not want to do the command of their husband, and it made the

husband angry. The husband felt that he could do anything to his wife,

because they are in power.

And for Sexual discrimination occurs when they are in a husband-wife

relationship. When they having sex, it’s only what the husband want. The

husband feels that when he wants to have sex he must be served without

understanding the circumstances of his wife. Although the wife does not

want to do it, her husband does not care. He think that he is in control and

must be obeyed.

The husband are rude and do not control hisself, which makes his wive

hurt. In the data that found in the novel, there are some harassment that

husbands do on her bodies like backs, and other parts of body. In doing the

sexual activity there is coercion by husband to wive and make the wives

are helpless.

From all the data, the forms of discrimination that often arises is

Psychological discrimination, because in this novel there are some bad

words by husband to his wife, the husband start to say that when he as

angry. In this novel also include a wide range of treatments from the

husbands who make her hearts felt broke. That is why this form of



discrimination that often arises in this novel is Psychological

discrimination.

Suggestion

Accident and journal Novel is a good novel to be the object of literary

criticism specifically in analyzing the woman position in literary work.

Not only about the feminist, but also in this novel, there are some parts

that can be analyzed. Therefore, the researcher expects that the next

researcher can use other approaches in literary work. It can increase our

knowledge about the literary work, and literary criticism.

In the novel Journey and Accident, the problem of discrimination still

happens whereas, life in literary works is close to our social life. It means

that there are still a lot of discriminations that often happen in real life.

The researcher expects that the readers can be more concerned on cases

like this. Also, the researcher expects that it will be awareness to

appreciate and respect the women by reading this study.
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